Surface Seal® coating installation kit

Description
SURFACE SEAL® coating quick application kit gets planes back in the air fast.

Pilots appreciate the visibility enhancement in wet conditions of windshields with Surface Seal hydrophobic coating by PPG’s aerospace business. With the quick application kit, maintenance personnel and general aviation operators appreciate how easy it is to restore or maintain windshield rain repellency in the field.

Thousands of windshields flying on aircraft today have the proprietary hydrophobic coating developed by PPG’s aerospace business. Use the Surface Seal Quick Application Hydrophobic Coating kit to provide the visibility benefits of the original hydrophobic coating when there’s no time for a standard application. Wipe the coating on clean glass and fly. It’s that easy. There is no primer or heat treatment required.

PPG’s aerospace business gives operators three ways to provide cost-effective and efficient distortion-free visibility for glass windshields and side cockpit windows:

- Factory-supplied parts with Surface Seal coating for longest service life.
- Standard Surface Seal coating application kits for field application for long service life.
- Surface Seal coating quick application kit for fast and easy treatment.

Each kit contains everything needed to treat one glass windshield in just a few minutes to provide water shedding for visibility without having to use wipers.

Part Number
Surface Seal Quick Application Hydrophobic
Coating kit ........................................ DSS 0200
Surface Seal® coating installation kit

Contact the PPG's aerospace business transparencies experts to buy Surface Seal Quick Application Hydrophobic Coating kits.

For the PPG's aerospace business transparencies sales office or application support center nearest you, please visit our website at www.ppgaerospace.com.

Health precautions
This product is safe to use and apply when recommended precautions are followed. Before using this product, read and understand the Safety Data Sheet (SDS), which provides information on health, physical and environmental hazards, handling precautions and first aid recommendations. An SDS is available on request. Avoid overexposure. Obtain medical care in case of extreme overexposure.

For industrial use only. Keep away from children.

Additional information can be found at:
www.ppgaerospace.com
For sales and ordering information call 1-800-AEROMIX (237-6649).

Surface Seal is a registered trademark of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. registered with the U.S. Patent Office.

All recommendations, statements, and technical data contained herein are based on tests we believe to be reliable and correct, but accuracy and completeness of said tests are not guaranteed and are not to be construed as a warranty, either expressed or implied. User shall rely on his own information and tests to determine suitability of the product for the intended use and assumes all risks and liability resulting from his use of the product. Seller’s and manufacturer’s sole responsibility shall be to replace that portion of the product of this manufacturer which proves to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable to the buyer or any third person for any injury, loss, or damage directly or indirectly resulting from use of, or inability to use, the product. Recommendations or statements other than those contained in a written agreement signed by an officer of the manufacturer shall not be binding upon the manufacturer or seller.
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